
Gauntlet Style Fingerless Gloves 
 
I needed a gauntlet style glove for my Harley Quinn costume and couldn't 
find any that I loved. So I made up my own and fitted it to myself. 
 
 
Materials Needed: 
Medium Weight Yarn (I prefer Caron Simply Soft) in any color (I used red 
and black for my costume) 
4.5 mm Crochet Hook 
 
 
Pattern: 
 
 
ARM 
1. Ch 31 
2. SC in second chain from hook and all the way across (30 sts), Turn, Ch 
1 
3. (SC across [30 sts], Turn, CH 1)x26 
4. Fold piece in half and SC up the seam to join and form a tube. Only SC 
20 stitches and leave 10 stitches unjoined. (This will be the cuff end of 
the fingerless gloves) 
5. Edge the cuff end of the glove with one row of SC. (ends up being 50 
stitches). Tie off the yarn. 
 
 
HAND 
 
 
6. Join yarn at other end of tube (hand end) 7 stitches away from the 
center line (the line the V part of the cuff is on). Make sure to pay 
attention and count 7 stitches to the left for the left hand glove and 7 
stitches to the right for the right hand glove...and SC 28 stitches around, 
join with a SL ST to the first SC, CH 1, Turn. 
7. SC 28, Join with a SL ST, CH 1, Turn. 



8. SC 28, Join with a SL ST, CH 1, Turn. 
9. 2SC in first st, SC in next 26 sts, 2 SC in last stitch, Join with a SL ST, 
CH 1, Turn 
10. (SC 30 stitches around, Join with a SL ST, CH 1, Turn)x3 
11. (SC 30 stitches around, DO NOT JOIN), CH 1, Turn)x7 
12. 2 SCtog, SC in next 26 sts, 2SCtog, DO NOT JOIN, CH 1, Turn 
13. 28 SC, DO NOT JOIN, CH 1, Turn 
14. 28 SC, JOIN with a SL ST, CH 1, Turn 
15. (28 2SC, Join with a SL ST, CH 1, Turn)x3 
16. 28 SC, Join with a SL ST, tie off. 
 
 
Thumb 
 
 
1. Join yarn at any stitch on the thumb hole. 
2. SC 20 stitches around the thumb hole. 
3. Tie off. 
 
 
CUFF 
 
 
1. Join yarn at "v" area of cuff. 
2. SC 50 stitches around the edge of the Cuff, join with a SL ST to the 
first SC. 
3. CH 1, SC in first stitch, HDC in next 48 sts, SL ST in last stitch, Join 
with a SL ST to the first SC, Tie off. 
4. Weave in ends. 
 
 
SPECIAL NOTES: 
You can always add rows in the hand area (I suggest in the step 15 area) 
if you have longer hands than me. And you can always add a couple of 
rows in the arm area (I suggest in the step 3 area of the Arm) if you have 
wider arms than me. Just remember to keep track of where you add the 



stitches because it will change the stitch count in other areas. I.E. one 
extra row in the arm area means the hand area will start with 29 stitches 
around rather than 28. Just make sure that if you add rows you change 
the stitch count by the number of rows you add in any area that that 
change will affect. 
 
 
This pattern is copyright by Nichole Verville on October 24, 2008. This 
pattern cannot be sold and is intended for personal use only. I must be 
credited whenever this pattern is used. The finished product from this 
pattern may be sold but I must be credited for the pattern. 


